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New Jobs
10-02-00: City of
Colonial Heights, VA @
Boulevard Traffic
Signal Coordination,
Optimization, and
Modernization,
Phase 1.
10-03-00: Capital
Region Airport
Commission @
Terminal Roadway
Signage.

Management Study: Good to Great by Jim Collins (continued)
In my last newsletter article I wrote about Midasco management having recently
completed a study of the bestselling book Good to Great by Jim Collins and detailed some
of my favorite lessons from the book: good is the enemy of great, level 5 leadership, first
who then what, and confront the brutal facts. I’d like to detail a few other lessons from
the book which I found particularly relevant to our study.
The hedgehog concept. Collins argues that the hedgehog concept is the single crystalline
concept that evolves from a deep understanding of what you are deeply passionate about,
what you can be the best in the world at and what drives your economic engine. All
activities should be focused on the hedgehog concept. The fact that something is a once
in a lifetime opportunity is irrelevant, unless it fits within the three circles. A great
company will have many once in a lifetime opportunities. Getting to the hedgehog concept
is an iterative process which took four years on average for the profiled companies.
Interestingly, the book emphasizes that you absolutely do not need to be in a great
industry to produce sustained great results.

10-04-00: City of
Hickory, North Carolina
@ Traffic Signal System
Upgrade.

A culture of discipline. Sustained great results depend upon building a culture full of
self-disciplined people who take disciplined action, fanatically consistent with the three
circles. A culture of discipline involves a duality. On the one hand, it requires people who
adhere to a consistent system; yet, on the other hand, it gives people freedom and
responsibility within the framework of that system. A culture of discipline is not just about
action. It is about getting disciplined people, who engage in disciplined thought and who
then take disciplined action. Two of my favorite concepts related to a culture of discipline
10-05-00: North
Carolina Department of are: ensure that your processes are rigorous but not ruthless and that “stop doing” lists
are as important as “to do” lists.
Transportation @
Dynamic Message
Technology accelerators. The good to great companies used technology as an accelerator
Signs Replacement,
of momentum, not a creator of it. None of the good to great companies began their
Division 6.
transformations with pioneering technology, yet they all became pioneers in the
application of technology once they grasped how it fit with their three circles and after they
hit breakthrough. The key question about any technology is, does the technology fit
10-06-00: Blythe
Construction @ US 52 directly with your hedgehog concept? If yes, then you need to become a pioneer in the
application of that technology. If no, then you can settle for parity or ignore it entirely.
Bridges over NSRR.
10-07-00: American
Infrastructure @
Richmond 895
Connector Road.
10-08-00: City of
Baltimore, MD @
Traffic Signal System
Upgrade Citywide.

The flywheel and the doom loop. Sustainable transformations
follow a predictable pattern of buildup and breakthrough. Like
pushing on a giant, heavy flywheel, it takes a lot of effort to get the
thing moving at all, but with persistent pushing in a consistent
direction over a long period of time, the flywheel builds
momentum, eventually hitting a point of breakthrough.
The comparison companies followed a different pattern, the doom
loop. Rather than accumulating momentum – turn by turn of the
flywheel – they tried to skip buildup and jump to breakthrough.
Then, with disappointing results, they’d lurch back and forth,
Michael Filipczak
failing to maintain a consistent direction.
President
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Human Resources: Get Your Health on Track
As the summer months approach, many of us start thinking about getting in shape. Every year individuals make
New Year’s resolutions to improve their eating habits, start a sport or even join a gym. Statistics from one local
gym state that memberships spike 15-20% in January of each year with only a half of that percentage holding
throughout the year. In reality we should be concerned about our health all year round.
With this in mind – Midasco pays $100 per year toward a gym membership and affords employees a
comprehensive healthcare product through Aetna that helps individuals manage their wellness.
Here are five basic steps on getting your health on tract.

1. Start eating healthier. Stop the fast foods and eat more vegetables and fruits (Aetna.com/health & wellness)
2. Drink more water. Anywhere from 4-6 ounces per hour and more when exercising (Healthier Life.com).
3. Exercise at least every other day. If you can, try every day. It speeds up your metabolism and reduces stress
(Mayo Clininc.com/exercising).
4. If you smoke, quit. Whatever method possible.
5. Get enough rest. Every individual is different. Some may need more than another, but the key is to listen to
your body and develop good sleep hygiene. Sleep hygiene is comprised of the following (Mayo Clininc.com/
sleep habits)
A. Do not eat or drink immediately prior to going to sleep.
B. Do not exercise prior to going to bed.
C. Learn how to clear your mind. One example is meditating.
D. Do not consume alcohol, caffeine or cigarettes prior to going to bed.
There's no denying it. We all want to be healthier and live longer. So I leave you with this
thought:
“As I gain new strength to carry on
without a doubt or fear.
Somehow I know things will be right,
and so, I persevere.”
By Anne Stortz
Rick Tormo
from Chicken Soup for the Unsinkable Soul
H.R. Director

Job Postings
MIDASCO is building for tomorrow – We are looking for energetic, self motivated and experienced Traffic Signal
Technicians, Foremen, Electricians, ITS Technicians, Superintendents, and Project Managers. Join the leader in
the industry by calling Rick at 410-579-6732 or email at rtormo@midasco.net EOE.
REMINDER TO ALL CURRENT EMPLOYEES: MIDASCO, LLC also promotes growth from within the organization. For
those who are interested in advancement, please feel free to contact a member of the Human Resources
Department for further details.
MIDASCO is constantly seeking those who want to start, continue or advance their career with the industry leader.
We look for those who have drive, curiosity and a solid work ethic to be a part of the growth and prosperity that lies
in front of us. Please ask a member of the Human Resources department regarding our Continuing Education
Reimbursement Program.

401K
If there are any questions regarding your 401K, or any personal financial matters you may need assistance with,
please contact Jay Michels or Robin Degener with CBIZ for American Funds at (800) 445-7447.
For further information regarding any of the information presented here, please feel free to contact Tenea
Clements at 410-579-6703 in the office or email at tclements@midasco.net or Rick Tormo at 410-579-6732 in
the office, cell phone 410-365-4605 or email rtormo@midasco.net.

P
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Idea System
1. Will Cordrey:

The boxed towable trailers used on job sites to carry materials obstruct the view of the truck
mounted strobe lights. Vehicles behind these trailers can not see these warning lights. We
should have strobe lights mounted to these trailers so motorists can see and be alerted of
our sudden movement on or off the highway.

Action Taken:

Idea forwarded to Safety Director Mike Anderson and Fleet Manager Mark Malamphy for
consideration. Final Status as of 3/30/2010: Strobe lights have been mounted on the
boxed towable trailers.

2. Marcus Reeves:

Poisonous Snakes & Spiders: Provide literature that informs our crews what to do when
they run into snakes and spiders while working in the field.

Action Taken:

3. Mark Malamphy:

Action Taken:

4. Operations
Meeting:
Action Taken:

Idea referred to Mike Anderson for consideration. Final status as of 4/19/2010: OSHA
sent us laminated quick reference cards in English and Spanish about what to do to protect
yourself from rodents, snakes and insects. These cards were handed out to the Foremen
and their crews for use in the field.
Have all Foremen empty all material and parts that are used on projects from their trucks
and return them to the project team that the material should be installed on. Have the
project teams store the material in an area onsite and inventoried or returned to the
regional yard for storage.
Upon the completion of the conex box audit, all material will be job related material and
placed in the Timberline inventory system. When a job closes down, all surplus material will
be returned to the Elkridge warehouse. The conex inventories will be ongoing and should
put a stop to hoarding of material.
Research electrical certification for bucket trucks and look into purchasing liners for
buckets.
Mike Anderson researched electrical certification for bucket trucks and insulated inserts
were purchased for the buckets trucks to help protect employees from accidental
electrocution.

Capturing ideas from our crews in the field has been a challenge since the inception of
Midasco’s Idea System. Currently ideas are being gathered and discussed in our
mandatory Operations Meeting run by the Director of Construction Joe Pagan and is held
by conference call every Wednesday from 4pm to 5pm from the Elkridge office. The
meeting is an opportunity for the Superintendents to bring ideas from the field where
they can be discussed and a decision of action can be decided during the open forum
meeting. These ideas are recorded in the Operations Meeting minutes by Fleet’s
Assistant Manager, Laura Cordrey who reports the ideas to the Idea System.

Carden Snider
Executive Assistant

P
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Employee Spotlight: Kevin Ashbey, Jr.
In late 2009, Midasco announced the opening of our North Carolina Office. Mr. Kevin Ashby, Jr. is our first operator
in our North Carolina office and is loving every minute that this challenge has to offer. Midasco has worked hard to
make a great name for itself, and it is very important to maintain the same quality on time work in our new
geographical areas of business. Kevin began his employment with us on Jan 19, 2010 as an Operator. Kevin has
been installing structures, signs and foundations for approximately 5 years now and brings a strong background
with him. He loves what he does and has learned a lot since his short tenure here.
Kevin is being lead by one the best Foreman he has ever had, Mr. Robert Brown. Mr.
Ashby, under the supervision of Robert has learned a great deal about signal head
installation, a part of the trade he knew very little about. Having a short 5 minute
commute to work really adds the icing on the cake. Kevin really wants to take full
advantage of Midasco's free training opportunities and “contribute to the company’s
advancement”. It was a pleasure speaking to Kevin, an operator with a big smile, and
a wonderful sense of humor. So the next time you are traveling through the South and
see our trucks, stop by and say hello to Kevin and the rest of the founding members of
the North Carolina crew.
Tenea Clements
Human Resource Generalist

Kevin Ashbey, Jr.
Operator

Midasco Job Fair
Midasco believes that the employees are the infrastructure of our company. They are what make our company
grow and prosper. We seek those who are career minded and reward outstanding performance. As our Vision
states, we believe in creating a culture that recognizes employees for taking personal responsibility, rewards them
for achieving company goals, and supports personal growth and
development.
Midasco is always looking for individuals that are self motivated and
innovative. There are multiple avenues Midasco uses to locate
potential new hires for all of our locations throughout the Mid
Atlantic and Southeast. Examples include the company web site
(www.midasco.net), referrals from employees, advertisements in
various publications and job fairs. Most recently, Human Resources
Director Rick Tormo and Executive Assistant Carden Snider, set up a
booth at the Howard Community College Job Fair in Howard County,
Columbia, MD.
MIDASCO is an equal opportunity and a drug-free workplace employer.

Executive Assistant Carden Snider
manning job fair booth at Howard
County Community College.
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Fleet for Thought
As Midasco grows, the Fleet Department is growing with it! In the last quarter we have
purchased 28 new pieces of equipment. Some of these units are slated for upcoming
projects, and some as replacement pieces. The Fleet Department made over $134,000
selling and/or trading in used equipment. Our fleet has grown to the extent that we
have now graduated to a level 5 with the National Equipment Registry. Level 5 signifies
up to 100 pieces (this number does not include vehicles). Midasco currently has 45 and
expects to reach the unlimited category by 2012.
One of the Fleet Department’s new pieces is not new at all. We took the chassis or the
Mark Malamphy
‘skeleton’ of a crane, sent it to GRT Ohio Utilicorp, and had them install a refurbished
Sterling Marauder pressure digger on it. This pressure digger will increase production Fleet Manager
with all drilled shaft foundations. It is scheduled to begin work on the ICC in Laurel, MD
and Telegraph Road then be assigned full time to the Hot Lanes project in Northern, VA.
The Fleet Department will also be implementing a new program for assigned vehicles. The higher utilized assigned
vehicles will be put on a three year open lease. This lease will allow us to accrue unlimited miles for three years on
each vehicle. We will be able to reduce spending on repairs by maximizing the factory supplied unlimited mile
warranty. This will improve the quality, reliability and appearance of our fleet vehicles.
There are some key personnel outside the Fleet Department that help us accomplish our mission: getting the
necessary equipment to each project. Heavy equipment requires experienced and confident drivers. The Fleet
Department would like to thank Mack Harrell, Mike Weaver, Sandy Stewart and the ICC team for transporting
equipment to our North Carolina office to and from our Hampton, Virginia office. We appreciate your hard work and
dedication!

The Fleet Department

Yard Renovation
As we all know, this past fall and winter has been “one for the books”. The wet weather and extreme cold
conspired to upset the Elkridge Yard renovation schedule. Spring has brought us the opportunity to continue our
efforts to finish what we started. Let me recap the progression thus far.
Last fall we were able to repair the subsurface conditions at the Northeast corner of the yard enough to spread and
compact many truckloads of asphalt millings. With that stabilization complete, we were able to arrange the newly
painted conex boxes along the rear fence. In early October the weather cooperated long enough that we were able
to asphalt pave the fleet side of the yard. Simultaneously we installed new LED lights on the existing poles along
the perimeter of the yard. We believe that the LED light fixtures will pay for themselves in about three years
through lower energy costs. We were also able to grade and compact about 400 tons of asphalt millings in the
material storage side of the yard.
In late March, damaged and corroded exterior sections of the warehouse were repaired. Finally, we are nearly
complete on the secure material storage area within the yard, which has additional lighting and security features to
protect our most valuable materials. Once complete, the renewed yard will help everyday efficiency, protect our
materials and equipment and ease the inventory process.
The Operations Team
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“PAM QUIZ”: Project Administration Manual Quiz
Here is a great way to increase your PAM knowledge and maybe win a prize to boot! Shanon and I (really mostly
Shanon – the PAM queen) have come up with some pretty detailed Midasco questions but this is an “open book”
quiz. The answers are all in the PAM for anyone to find. Try it yourself! You can email your answers to either
Shanon (ssadaka@midasco.net) or myself (kconti@midasco.net) or write them down and deliver them to us at the
office. Whoever has all the correct answers will win a gift card – if we have multiple winners we’ll have a drawing.
Good luck!
1. List the 5 status types that should be used when updating the PCO Log status column.
2. Which Timberline Report compares estimated cost to actual cost for each item by category?
3. What is the website for the online resource available to Project Staff to train them on Timberline’s Project
Management module? The online based program allows users to choose short prerecorded sessions to view at
his/her convenience. Give the full address.
4. The PAM outlines how job related documents such as foreman’s reports, outgoing & ingoing letters, contract
documents, photos, pay requisitions, subcontractor daily reports, etc. should be saved on the server. The limit
on the file names, which includes the complete path to the file, is how many characters?
5. What is the first step in the job set-up sheet?
6. Midasco requires employees to attend weekly safety discussions conducted by either the superintendent or
project manager. The focus of the discussion is the weekly Tool Box Topic provided by the Safety
Manager. The Tool Box Talk featured in the PAM discusses how to handle what three circumstances?
7. What is the OEIR and who is responsible for preparing it? How often?
8. How do temporary structures get paid under Stored Materials in Maryland?
PS. If you don’t have your own copy of the PAM - see your Office
Manager. I am sure she will be glad to share! PAM committee
members are ineligible for this contest – you know who you are!
Shanon Sadaka
Controller

Kathy Conti
CFO

New Hires 1st Quarter 2010
Richard Henderson—Foreman

Kevin Greenfield—Foreman

William Cordrey, IV— Laborer

Rick Knowles, III—Foreman

Darbin Arita-Portillo— Laborer

Christopher Jones—Laborer

Chris Robertson— Foreman

Luis Ruano—Laborer

Elder Castro-Arriazza—Laborer

Paul Elliott, Jr.— Foreman

Jose Espana-Castillo—Laborer

Edgar Linares—Laborer

Alden Caton, Jr.— Foreman

Oscar Castellon—Laborer

Erick Memendez -Jacome— Laborer

Mario Permodo-Portillo—Operator

Earl Williams—Operator

Alberto Ruano—Sandoval—Laborer

Raul Ruano—Sandoval—Laborer

Carter Sterling—Laborer

Justin Coffee—Laborer

James Warren—Laborer

Carlos Aquirre—Escalante—Laborer

Gervin Meja-Coto—Laborer

Freddie Killian, Jr.—Laborer

William Carballo—Laborer

Ronnie Peralta—Laborer
Dorsey “Skip” Stevens, Jr.— Project Manager
Gary Ledbetter— Assistant Project Manager
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Top Three Bonus Earners for 4th Quarter
The Top Three Bonus Earners for Midasco for the fourth quarter of 2009 were
Jairo Guzman, Servelio Echeverria and Silvestre Gudiel. These foremen were
also the top bonus earners for the third quarter of 2009. Jairo, Servelio and
Silvestre all work on the ICC project in Laurel, MD. Their crews poured 26 high
mast foundations, trenched and installed over 25,000 feet of cable duct, and
installed 60 junction boxes in the fourth quarter. Their work ethic is one reason
job 07-14 is moving toward a very successful and timely completion.
Congratulations Jairo, Servelio and Silvestre!

Top Bonus Earners from left to
right: Foremen Jairo Guzman,
Servelio Echeverria, and
Silvestre Gudiel

Midasco’s Estimating Team:
I would like is to take this opportunity to formally introduce the members of our estimating team.
In Elkridge, we have Grant Gormley, Josh Platt and Lisa Gauger. Lisa is a recent graduate of Morgan State in
Maryland and Grant and Josh are graduates of York College in Pennsylvania. In the time that these three
Estimators have been here, they have shown the organization, thoroughness, and attention to detail necessary to
create accurate and responsible estimates.
Gary Ledbetter is a welcomed addition to our Alpharetta GA office. With his 40 plus years of experience in the ITS,
Signing, Lighting, and Signal field, Gary will be jump starting the estimating efforts in the Georgia area.
Terry and Bobby Carter continue to hold down the fort in our ever growing Fayetteville, North Carolina office.
Combined, the Carters bring another 40 years of experience to our team.
Midasco’s team is the perfect balance of youth and enthusiasm, along with
experience and hands on knowledge. (I like to think I'm somewhere in the
middle).
Craig Hoffman
Estimating

Estimating Team from left to right:
Estimators Grant Gormley and Josh
Platt, Lead Estimator Craig
Hoffman, and Estimator
Lisa Gauger, Elkridge Office.
Project Manager Bobby Carter and Assistant
Project Manager Terry Carter, North Carolina
Office.

Gary Ledbetter
Assistant Project Manager,
Georgia Office.
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Midasco Blood Drive
The American Red Cross was in dire need of blood donations this year. The recent back to back snow storms
cancelled many scheduled blood drives and the American Red Cross lost an estimated 3,000 units of blood.
Midasco reached out to our neighbors and employees’ friends and families to participate in our 3rd annual drive.
We had 22 donors show up for the event, 8 were first time donors, and 19 units of blood were collected. On behalf
of Midasco and the American Red Cross, I would like to thank all of the Midasco employees, our friends, neighbors,
and colleagues who came to support the cause by donating their time and their blood.
Carden Snider
Executive Assistant

Mechanic Mike Weaver prepares
to donate blood for the cause.

Fleet Administrator Laura
Cordrey looks happy to
help.

The American Red Cross staff
setting up for the Blood Drive event
in Elkridge office kitchen.

Sitting on the left, new hire Jr.
Estimator Josh Platt jumped
right in to support the American
Red Cross.

One of our friends and
colleagues Tim Bishop
from The Brickman Group
stopped by to donate.
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2010 1st Quarter Safety Committee Meeting
Zero Incident/Accident Quarterly Safety Award Winners Received
Midasco Igloo Coolers
Bill Burton, IV

Donald Fitzgerald

Kevin Greenfield

James Hartwell

Ed Heck

Kevin Hensen

Greg Landerman

Jeff Landerman

Ferney Murillo

Ronnie Upchurch

Marvin Bell

Jose Cabrera

Alex Caracamo

Jose Caracamo

Rene Echeverria

Serrano Echeverria

Marvin Edwards

Juan Escobar

Jose Espana

Jose Gudiel

Dery Gudiel

Henry Gudiel

Silvestre Gudiel

Jairo Guzman

Bill Harkelroad

Mack Harrell

Fidencio Hernandez

Jason Herring

John Herring

Lester Jacome

Napolean Martinez

Melvin Mayorga

Luis Ruano

Elmer Sandoval

Tibebe Tafesse

Al Minear

Sonny Stewart

Mike Weaver

Santos Alemandares

Helmer Andrade

Oscar Castellon

Santos Espinal

James Gist

Jason Johnson

Seth Kelley

Marcus Reeves

Tim Sprague

Scotty Williams

Brian Joyner

Leonard Madison

Billy Page

Joe Plez

Jason Portock

Joe Sandoval

Randall Scott

Daniel Spears

George Thompson

Tillman Turner

Jose Villalba

Mark Murray

1st Quarter Zero Incident/Accident Safety Drawings: From left to
right: 3rd runner up Kevin Henson won a $100 gift card, 2nd runner
up Ferney Murillo won a $150 gift card and 1st runner up Napoleon
Martinez won a $250 gift card.

1st Quarter Zero Incident/Accident Safety winners
in Hampton, VA.

1st Quarter Zero Incident/Accident Safety winners in
Elkridge & Baltimore, MD, IC3 Project, & Northern
Virginia. Everyone received an Igloo cooler with the
Midasco logo.
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The Young Guns: Midasco’s Next Generation
Midasco has always attempted to position people within the organization that benefitted both the company and the
employee. Since Midasco’s transformation to a company that leans more toward prime work, we realized that the
structure of our organization needed to change due to the additional toil involved being a general contractor. It
was more than just positioning or repositioning people; it was a need to provide more people. We recognized the
need to provide more support for our project managers, add depth to our management teams, provide estimating
support and create the next generation of Midasco managers. Through the ongoing recruiting efforts of Rick Tormo
and the HR department, Midasco’s needs are being satisfied by employing and repositioning some of the finest
young individuals that I have ever had the opportunity to work with. I mean that wholeheartedly. We have hired
and promoted employees to assistant project managers and estimating assistants in Elkridge and other satellite
offices that are “second to none.” It is a pleasure to work with such dedicated, eager, responsible, hard working
young adults with vision and values that far exceed any of my expectations. These individuals possess the
foundation qualities to build upon for their success and create the next layer of success for Midasco. If these
individuals stay on track, the next generation of Midasco project management is
virtually in place. Accolades to these fine young professionals and Rick Tormo
for all of their efforts and contributions toward the success of “our” Midasco.

Greg Gresko
Vice President

Midasco Opens an Office Near Atlanta, Georgia
The Midasco Georgia office is up and running, located in Alpharetta, Georgia, just outside Atlanta.
Midasco was recently prequalified by the Georgia Department of Transportation. As a Prime Contractor, we look
forward to the opportunity to pursue work at future bid lettings.
Gary Ledbetter has joined the Georgia team. Gary possesses over 40 years of experience in the industry. With his
vast knowledge and commitment, his expertise will be a great asset in achieving our goals.
We look forward to the challenges of expanding our operations and building this new team in Georgia.

Gary Ledbetter
Assistant Project Manager

Midasco Office in Alpharetta,
Georgia, near Atlanta.

Jim Hemrich
Project Manager
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Baltimore Office: New Project Manager Jim Blazek
MIDASCO, LLC is the general contractor for Job No. 09-10-00 with project manager Jim Blazek and
Superintendents, Joe Fowler and Bill Burton, heading up the operations. MdTA Contract No. FT710-000-002R is
the upgrade and replacement of existing signing with bridge modifications located on Interstate 95 from the Fort
McHenry Tunnel north for four miles. The Project involves the removal of 26 existing cantilever sign structures; 18
existing overhead sign structures; the installation of 23 new cantilever sign structures and signs and 18 new
overhead sign structures and signs. To complete this task requires the demolition of existing bridge decks and
parapets at 23 locations and replacement with new bridge decks and parapets, along with the construction of
1000 cu. yd.s of sign foundations. The project also includes the installation of all electrical systems and the
communication systems for 8 Dynamic Message Signs as well as the removal and replacement of numerous
existing bridge mounted and ground mounted signs with new signs. All work to be completed by August 16, 2011.

Joby Fowler
Superintendent

Jim Blazek
Project Manager

Job No.: 09-10-00, Maryland Transportation Authority @ Signing North of Fort McHenry Tunnel: One of our
subcontractors providing lane closures for Chesapeake Guard-Rail as well as installing a new Guard-Rail system to
protect a new Cantilever Sign Structure going in later in the project. This is one of 8 new Guard-Rail systems we
have to install on the project.
Joby Fowler
Superintendent
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Jobs in Progress

Job No.: 08-03-00, Skanska @ Norfolk Light Rail,
HRT 40: Foreman Paul Elliotte along with crew
member Leonard Madison core drilling.

Job No.: 09-01-00, Maryland Aviation
Administration @ Phase II Signs at BWI:
Subcontractor, RN’G crews installing ground
mount signs.

Job No.: 06-16-00, Fluor/Lane, LLC @ I-495
HOT Lanes: Foreman Tim Sprague along
with crew members removing an over head
sign structure.

Job No.: 06-16-00, Fluor/Lane, LLC @ I-495
HOT Lanes: Subcontractor Connelly &
Associates crews performing soil boring for sign
structure foundation designs.

Job No.: 06-16-00, Fluor/Lane, LLC @ I-495
HOT Lanes: Foreman Richard Henderson’s
crew cutting up an old sign structure for
disposal.

Job No.: 09-08-00, NCDOT @ Craven
County ITS DMS CCTV System: Foremen
Robert Brown and Kevin Merritt along with
crew members Gregory Arnette, Kevin
Ashbey, Sr. and Kevin Ashbey, Jr. preparing
to install a Dynamic Message Sign.
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Jobs in Progress

Job No.: 07-10-00, P. Flanigan and Sons @ Express
Toll Lanes: Superintendent Bill Burton, Foreman
James Hartwell and Murillo Ferney replaced canopy
lights, removed and installed tri-message signs and
installed conduit in canopy for lane use signals at the
toll plaza.

Job No.: 08-03-00, Skanska @ Norfolk Light
Rail, HRT 40: Foreman Kenny Page wiring a
traffic signal cabinet at Park Avenue.

Job No.: 09-01-00, Maryland Aviation
Administration @ Phase II Signs at BWI:
Subcontractor, RN’G crews installing over head
signs.

Job No.: 07-10-00, P. Flanigan and Sons @
Express Toll Lanes at the Toll Plaza:
Superintendent Bill Burton, Foreman
James Hartwell and Murillo Ferney
replaced canopy lights, removed and
installed tri-message signs and installed
conduit in canopy for lane use signals at
the toll plaza.

Job No.: 07-15-00, CK Constructors, a Joint Venture
of Corman Construction and Kiewit Corporation:
Superintendent John Mallinson’s crews removing an
over head sign structure.

Job No.: 09-01-00, Maryland Aviation Administration
@ Phase II Signs at BWI: Subcontractor, RN’G crews
installing over head signs.
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Jobs in Progress

Job No.: 07-14-00, A Joint Venture of Shirley
Contracting Company, Facchina Construction
Company and Trumbull Corporation @ ICC, Contract C:
Foreman Servelio Echeverria, Operator Bill Harkleroad,
Laborers Rene Echeverria and Jose Henry Carcamo

Job No.: 09-01-00, Maryland Aviation
Administration @ Phase II Signs at BWI:
Subcontractor, RN’G crews installing over
head signs.

installing a high mast light pole along ICC Route
200 and I-95 corridor.

Job No.: 07-06-00, American Infrastructure @ I-95
Express Toll Lanes: Foremen James Hartwell and
Greg Landerman installing electrical foundation
service that feeds the sign lights and gantry to the
Easy Pass Toll Area.

Job No.: 08-03-00, Skanska @ Norfolk Light
Rail, HRT 40: Laborer Billy Page mounting a
traffic signal.

Job No.: 09-08-00, NCDOT @ Craven County ITS
DMS CCTV System: Foreman Robert Brown hanging
a CCTV camera.

Job No.: 08-03-00, Skanska @ Norfolk Light
Rail, HRT 40: Danny Spears and Leon Davis
installing signal wiring.
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Let’s Talk Safety: New VOSH Standard
The information below pertains to the new VOSH standard Reverse Signal Operation now in effect and subject to enforcement.
Midasco, LLC has already required the use of spotters for some time now when backing equipment or vehicles. WE CAN NOW
BE CITED AND FINED IF WE DO NOT FOLLOW THIS NEW REGULATION. Should you have any questions or comments on the
material below please feel free to give Mike Anderson a call.
Reverse Signal Operation Safety Requirements for Vehicles, Machinery and Equipment For General Industry and the
Construction Industry, 16 VAC 25-97:
Coverage and Definitions:

 All Construction and general industry vehicles, machinery or equipment capable of operating in reverse and with an
“obstructed view to the rear.”

 “Obstructed view to the rear.” Is anything that interferes with the drivers view to the rear of the vehicle at ground level &
includes structural members of the vehicle; its load (e.g. gravel, dirt, machinery, parts): its height relative to ground level
viewing: damage to windows or side view mirrors. Etc. used for rearview movement; restricted visibility due to weather
conditions (e.g. heavy fog, heavy snow); or work being done after dark without proper lighting.
Covered vehicle requirements:

 Do not back up any covered vehicle unless it has a back-up alarm audible above the surrounding noise level, and it is
backed up only when a ground guide signals that it is safe to do so: or before backing – up. The driver looks to see that no
employee is in the path of the vehicle;

 If the back-up alarm stops working properly & an immediate fix is not possible that day. The vehicle shall be backed-up
using ground guide signals; or taken out of service until the alarm is repaired.
Ground Guides SHALL NOT:

 Do any activities other than those related to the vehicle being signaled;
 Use personal cell phones/head phones, etc., that could cause a distraction;
 Walk close behind a vehicle that is backing-up.
Ground Guides SHALL:

 Be trained in the safety rules in this regulation;
 Always stay where the vehicle driver can see you while he is backing-up;
 Stay a safe working distance from the vehicle;
 Be provided with & wear during the day a safety vest/jacket in orange, yellow, strong yellow green or florescent version of
these colors;

 Be provided with & wear at nighttime a safety vest/jacket with retro reflective material in orange, yellow, white, silver,
strong yellow green or a fluorescent version of these colors (visible at a minimum distance of 1,000 feet.)
Drivers/Operators SHALL:

 Be trained in the safety rules in this regulation;
 Not back-up a vehicle unless they keep constant line of site of the ground guide. If the
driver loses sight of the ground guide, they shall immediately stop the vehicle until
sight of the ground guide is regained and a signal is received from the ground guide to
restart back-up operations.

All employees SHALL NOT;


Walk close behind a vehicle that is backing-up.

Training.

 All Midasco employees will receive training on this new VOSH standard; we will also
add this training to our new hire orientation program;

 Remember this policy has gone into effect and is being enforced by VOSH.

Michael Anderson
Safety Director, CHST

MIDASCO

LLC

7121 Dorsey Run Road
Elkridge, MD 21075-6884
Phone 410-579-6700
Fax 410-579-6795
Signing · Lighting · Signals · ITS
Construction and Maintenance

Haven’t we seen these
three employees before?
To find out go to page 7...

Midasco, LLC
Zero Injury Zero Incident
2010 Campaign

Grand Prize:
One Week Cruise to a Tropical Destination...
$1000 Spending Money...
An Extra Week Paid Vacation!

Runner Up Prizes:
1st Runner Up—50” Flat Screen TV
2nd Runner Up—Notebook Laptop
3rd Runner Up—Wii Entertainment System

